
SRE | Featured Fin-tech Company

Flextime & Hybrid Work★In-house Service

Job Information

Recruiter
G Talent at Bizmates, Inc.

Hiring Company
◆Listed Fin-tech Company◆  

Job ID
1485053  

Industry
Internet, Web Services  

Job Type
Permanent Full-time  

Location
Tokyo - 23 Wards

Salary
6 million yen ~ 9 million yen

Work Hours
Flextime System

Refreshed
July 2nd, 2024 16:03

General Requirements

Minimum Experience Level
Over 3 years  

Career Level
Mid Career  

Minimum English Level
None  

Minimum Japanese Level
Business Level  

Minimum Education Level
High-School or Below  

Visa Status
Permission to work in Japan required  

Job Description

【【ABOUT THE COMPANY】】

★ Leading company in the Fintech area
★ The company has been challenging innovative services one after another in the Fintech area, leveraging its technology
and financial know-how. Its core services are the AI lending model, a web platform that uses AI, and the management
support platform for small and medium-sized businesses, which is deployed in the corporate lending field in the middle of the
fintech area. In the midst of developing and developing rapidly.
An industry-focused Fintech venture that is also working on new services that are not bound by the industry's common sense.
After the service launch of the AI loan model, it became a big topic in the financial industry, and conducted KPO with many
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financial institutions, and the company became a well-known entity.
Behind this service's rapid growth in the Fintech space is the high competitive advantage of technology, big data and
financial knowledge. There is no unprecedented use of AI in this area, and in order to surpass the conventional credit model,
not only will a large amount of data be required, but also it will be necessary to develop original AI algorithms.
For that purpose, financial knowledge, as well as high AI development skills, are indispensable.
This is an initial advantage and a leading advantage that can only be achieved by the company's focus on this area, and it is
now an unrivaled advantage.
The company is also rapidly growing its management support platform, launched three years ago.
As of August 2018, 8,000 SMEs and more than 1,300 specialists (professionals) have introduced them.
Managers can easily consult on the web about daily management issues. Normally, consulting with a specialist (professional
worker) costs a considerable amount of time to find the best specialist. Due to the "overwhelming sense of speed", the
number of users is rapidly increasing.
Through such advanced business development, the company's presence in the fintech area is further strengthened.
[Business description]
-Development of AI loan screening model for financial institutions Development and operation of next-generation CRM tool.
-Development and operation of Big Advance, a financial institution collaboration platform
-Development and operation of an expert consultation platform

 

【【JOB DESCRIPTION】】

Business
The company's mission is to "bring technology to small and medium-sized businesses."
The company offers "Big Advance," a management support SaaS for small and medium-sized businesses, through more
than 80 financial institutions and has been used by more than 70,000 companies.

Recruitment Background
In line with business expansion, the company has established an SRE team to strengthen its service infrastructure system.

They are looking for members who can improve the system to support further expansion of the customer base in the future
and support the evolution of the business through platformization.

Responsibilities
AWS infrastructure design, construction, and operation for Big Advance and other company services
Development of infrastructure (cloud infrastructure, continuous integration environment, etc.) to facilitate DevOps and SRE
activities by the service development team, as well as educational activities

----------------------------------------------------

【【 Working time 】】

Flextime System

 

【【 Welfare 】】

Full Social Insurance
Commuting Allowance
Medical Checkup

 

【【 Holidays 】】

2 days a week (Saturdays, Sundays and holidays)
Annual Paid Leave
New Year HolidayBereavement Leave
Summer Holiday
Others

Required Skills

■Required
2+ years of experience in building and operating an AWS environment
Basic knowledge of Linux operations
Basic knowledge of application layer (HTTP, HTTPS(TLS), DNS)

■Preferred
Experience with operational SLOs, error budgeting, etc.
Experience in automating environment setup using Infrastructure as Code
Experience building pipelines using GitHub Actions/CodePipeline, etc.
Experience in conducting load testing, identifying system bottlenecks, and making system improvements
Understanding of AWS Fintech Reference Architecture and experience/knowledge in building AWS configurations compliant
with it
Understanding and experience with each of the services used to deploy web services on AWS using Docker. (ECS, RDS,
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ELB, CloudFront, S3, SSM, etc.)
Understanding and experience designing and building networks (Ethernet, IPv4, TCP/IP, dynamic and static routing)
Experience in monitoring design using Datadog, etc.
Experience designing and implementing company-wide AWS IAM roles (policies)

■Ideal Applicants
Customer-oriented, proactive, able to make proposals and act on their own initiative
Able to work positively even with inexperienced technology.
Respect members and work as a team.

Company Description
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